Example of the short summary for A Death Displaced separated into
the classic 3-Act structure
————————————————Act 1—————————————————
After Nick, a young man still not over the disappearance of his mother, has a daydream of
a woman falling to her death, he realises it was a psychic vision and manages to save the
woman’s (Juliet’s) life. Because Juliet was fated to die, she becomes ‘displaced’: Her soul
moves on to the Otherworld, but her body and mind remain alive in this world, giving her the
ability to see spirits from the realm that lies between the two worlds. The ghost of Nick’s
mother appears to Juliet and instructs her to seek out Nick and tell him he must go to
Grendel Manor. (ANALYSIS: Nicolas wants meaning to his life and to discover the truth
about his mother’s disappearance; his psychic vision and Juliet seeing his mother’s ghost
are the events that propel him onto his journey)

————————————————Act 2—————————————————
Juliet and Nick meet again and travel to Grendel Manor. Aldrich Grendel, the owner of the
manor, has the ability to control people’s minds and their actions, but it doesn’t work on Nick.
Aldrich uses his mind control on Juliet to make her attack Nicolas, but Nick and Juliet
manage to escape. When they return later, better prepared, with Nick’s two younger brothers
in tow, they manage to restrain Aldrich and discover that he killed Nick’s mother after
attempting and failing to mind-trick her into giving over her twins (Nick’s younger brothers) to
be sacrificed to an ancient god Aldrich believes in. Aldrich manages to break free.
(ANALYSIS: Nick and Juliet face loads of obstacles at Grendel Manor, and things get worse
and worse, until DISASTER: Aldrich is no longer restrained, and so he can use his ability to
try to kill Nick and the others.)

————————————————Act 3—————————————————
Nicolas and Aldrich have a showdown, and Nick ‘wins,’ although Aldrich runs off again.
One of Nick’s bothers finds Aldrich first and murders him, as revenge for his mother. The
murder is covered up, and they all return to their homes. Nick knows the truth now, using his
vision has given him some sense of meaning, and he is also able to tell his dad the truth,
enabling his dad to move on. (ANALYSIS: Nick overcomes his biggest obstacle--surviving
Grendel Manor by defeating Aldrich--and achieves his goals of finding meaning and
discovering the truth. He also has some epiphanies about himself in the process, which
enabled him to outsmart Aldrich. Then, the loose ends are tied up.)

